Power of the Positive
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You.
I'm sorry I can't hear you over the sound of how awesome I am.
Your Work.
People!!
People.
WHY?
"Most of us have experienced wow moments. We just haven't taken time to think deeply about them."

-Michael Hyatt
Big Thoughts
Control?
Control?

CHANGE

PEOPLE

↑
Control.

YOU!
Emotional Intelligence: 
*People Skills*

- Overview
- Impact
- The “IT” Factor:

  *When you have it…*  
  *When you don’t…*
What it isn’t…

- Hypocritical/double standards
- Entitled/inflated self-importance
- Has favorites, and/or targets
- Doesn’t listen
- Never says “thank you”
- Moody/angry/snaps/yells
- Doesn’t do what they say they will, lies
- Negative
- Takes all the credit/shits all blame or responsibility
- Promises things they don’t or won’t do/no follow through
- Unprofessional
- Poor boundaries
- Doesn’t seek input or feedback
- Condescending & Dismissive
- Micromanaging
- Egocentric/narcissistic
- Unpredictable/inconsistent
What it is...

- Respect
- Approachable/available
- Appreciative/Says “thank you”
- Constructive feedback
- Positive attitude
- Collaborates
- Listens
- Cares/invested
- Boundaries
- Trust/hands off
- Professionalism
- Laughs/happy/sense of fun
- Energetic
- Willing to work with team
- Follows same standards, norms and expectations as team
- Equal treatment of all staff
- Inspires/motivates people
The Dream Boss

Three areas emerged describing key skills, abilities, and characteristics of the best leaders:

- Powerful: KNOW
- Positive: LIKE
- Professional: MODEL
THE DREAM BOSS

inspire individuals and teams to succeed

"Inspiring, well-written, and packed full of good solid ideas on not only how to become a great leader, but a better human being."

—HARVEY DEUTSCHENDORF, INTERNATIONALLY PUBLISHED AUTHOR OF THE OTHER KIND OF SMART: SIMPLE WAYS TO BOOST YOUR EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE FOR GREATER PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS AND SUCCESS
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Tools for Leaders in Education: Power of Self-Care

Your Life Well

Replenish

Refuel

Refill

Time

Energy

Attention
Self-care is not selfish or self-indulgent. We cannot nurture others from a dry well. We need to take care of our own needs first, then we can give from our surplus, our abundance.

Jennifer Louden

thepeopleproject.com
Tools for Leaders in Education: Power of Position

Leadership CHOICE

Focus Energy

Impact!

Result? — Individuals — Team
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Position

• You seek evidence to support your position.

• What is your position on ________________?

• You are right & you will *always* be right.
Tools for Leaders in Education: Power of Perspective

Change Your Lens

The
POSITIVE
Promise

SEE it
SAY it
SHARE it

Change Your World
BE SOMEBODY WHO MAKES EVERYBODY FEEL LIKE A SOMEBODY.
Highlights and Epiphanies...

What will you...
  • Remember?
    • Use?
    • Try?
    • Do?
Thank You... for what you do, and for how you do it.
Stay Connected!

www.facebook.com/sayyesinstitute
www.sayyesinstitute.com
http://linkedin.com/in/carriestack
IT'S A GOOD DAY TO HAVE A GOOD DAY